Action entitled "Summertime in the month of August in Targu Jiu"

The space will be available on July 28.

It is beautiful with good potentialities: 6000 m2
  – A 700 m2 shed newly built
  – A space of living of 150 m2 to renew
  – 2 offices to develop
  – A tarmac car park of 3000 m2
  – A shelter for unloading
  – A fallow ground of 2500 m2.

For participants of the camp operations are multiple:

- Selling products - 300 m3 - will be moved from Balesti to the Centura in a few days in order to avoid double rent for the month of August

- The water and electricity connections – development of the septic tank - finishing work for the companions to live inside will be held gradually over the month

- Accommodations will be tents inside this space

- The 3000 m2 green space will be cleared and prepared in order to prepare the garden for autumn harvests.

- The sale will be held all the time due to an advertising campaign to inform the public of the move.
- Each period could end by a festival of all countries.

Equipment required if possible, but should not hold you back:
A tent - camping mattress - work clothes and above all a lot of good humor.

Periods:
1. July 29 from Forbach - arrival at Targu Jiu on the 30th until the 12th of August with Forbach return on August 14th in the evening.
2. August 15 from Forbach - arrival at Targu Jiu August 16 to August 30 with evening return to Forbach 1 September evening.

So, for those who come from all backgrounds, be on site on:

1. July 30 to August 12 = first period
2. August 16 to 30 August = second period.

Bellow is a registration form.
REGISTRATION FORM - EMMAUS SUMMER CAMP

to TIRGU JIU ROMANIA from 29 July to 31 August 2012

Name: ___________________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________________________
E-mail: ____________________________________________________________________________
Phone: ____________________________________________________________________________
Age: ________________________________________________________________________________
Level of study / profession: ____________________________________________________________________________

If you are a member of Emmaus group, please give us the details of the group:

For information can you tell us your motivation to participate in our adventure?

Please return the form by e-mail
in France: association@emmaus-forbach.fr
or tel: 003387853125 - Fax: 0387873449
Contact person: Jean Luc Ferstler - Emmaus Forbach.

Or Romania amicii_emmaus@yahoo.com
or tel: 0040722618433-0040754502890
Contact person: Tudor Cârnu - Amicii Emmaus.

This action is supported financially and logistically by Emmaus Europe